
Working in partnership with 

Following a recent move to larger premises, East Anglia based, agriculture 
services company, CM Agriculture, chose UK manufacturer, Lee & Plumpton 
together with interiors specialist, Hussey Knights, to furnish its new offices. 

Established in 2007, CM Agriculture has grown rapidly to offer a range of 
services to the poultry industry. The company is now a leading specialist in 
poultry handling, grading and vaccination as well as haulage. Sarah Rout, 
Furniture Specialist at East Anglian based, Hussey Knights explains: “Having 
outgrown its previous premises, CM Agriculture wanted to create a modern 
working environment which also reflected the company’s corporate credentials 
and branding.”

CM Agriculture’s success has been built on its commitment to quality, 
professionalism and compliance standards. It was important that the office would 
reflect the Company’s ethos and provide an efficient and attractive environment.

Lee & Plumpton’s Atmosphere Executive panel desking was chosen for the 
managerial spaces with Satellite cantilever specified for the open plan areas. The 
upholstery for the desk mounted screens and seating – including mesh-backed 
task chairs as well meeting and visitor chairs - incorporated colour choices to 
reflect CM Agriculture’s branding.
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Meeting rooms were furnished with Spire executive tables and 
Heydon meeting chairs. The office space was completed with a small 
break-out space using Cavil arm chairs and coffee table.

Visitors are offered a comfortable and attractive waiting area with 
the addition of Lee & Plumpton’s Mount modular seating together 
with low height tables.

“Being based in Norfolk ourselves, we were obviously delighted that 
CM Agriculture chose to furnish the entire interior by selecting from 
our wide portfolio of workplace solutions,” says Chris Darlow, Area 
Sales Manager at Lee & Plumpton. “Our aim is to offer a choice in 
terms of functionality, aesthetics and price point.”

Originally established in 1974, Lee & Plumpton is based at its 200,000 
square foot purpose built, manufacturing facility in Norfolk, The 
Company is now established as one of the UK’s leading designers and 
manufacturers of contemporary, stylish office and contract furniture. 


